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*presentation matters



Outline

● Course so far:
○ Techniques for decision making
○ Understanding of their foundations and assumptions
○ (little) impact of those

● You have RESULTS! CONCLUSIONS!!
● Now What?
● What are results, and conclusions in this context?
● Models? Data?

○ Hydro example: a geophysicist draws a model of the ground and draws a line, and hands this 
model to a hydrologist.

○ The hydrologist then makes decisions, runs simulations, MCMC, generates confidence intervals.
○ Whose ‘model’, whose ‘data’, whose ‘truth’?
○ Moritz’s point: model -> data -> truth -> action. The model enforces reality

● How do we open this?
○ Communication: is it one way? Are you only presenting or starting a conversation?
○ How can you change the recipient from consumer to participant in a dialog?

● The Donoho quote
● Stat 159 core idea: what is the “unit of communication” in our context?
● One approach - Code + Data + Environment.

○ The model is now the embodiment of an algorithm with data, in that execution environment. It’s 
not a finished truth, it’s a tool for dialog.

○ It can be opened, expanded, inspected.

● Tukey’s quote: The ideas of data analysis ought to survive a look at how data is 
analyzed.
○ In “The future of data analysis”, J. Tukey, 1961.



Course themes

● Techniques for decision making
● Understanding of their foundations and assumptions
● Impact of these



You have RESULTS! CONCLUSIONS!!

Now What?



What are results, and conclusions in this context?
Data? 

Seogi Kang

Models? 



what are “models” made of?

● Algorithmic ideas
● Mathematical structure (choices of features, etc.)
● Data to feed them!

Today, “model” often refers to an “embodied model” that has been “fed data”.



models → data → truth?

results

communication? 
publication, teaching, ...



models → data → truth?

results

dialog = ? 



models → data → truth?

results

dialog = ? 

instructions, 
environment



the science more than the paper

An article about computational science in a scientific 
publication is not the scholarship itself, it is merely advertising 
of the scholarship. The actual scholarship is the complete 
software development environment and the complete set of 
instructions which generated the figures.

-- Buckheit and Donoho (paraphrasing Claerbout) 
   WaveLab and Reproducible Research, 1995



An article about computational science in a scientific 
publication is not the scholarship itself, it is merely advertising 
of the scholarship. The actual scholarship is the complete 
software development environment and the complete set of 
instructions which generated the figures.

(and a place to run the code?)

the science more than the paper

-- Buckheit and Donoho (paraphrasing Claerbout) 
   WaveLab and Reproducible Research, 1995



Core skills

● Version control: Git and GitHub 
● Programming: Python
● Process automation: Make
● Data analysis: Numpy, Pandas, Matplotlib, NLTK, Scikit-Learn, …
● Documentation: Sphinx
● Software testing: PyTest
● Continuous Integration: Travis
● Reproducible containers: Binder



Git and Python workflow everywhere



Computational hygiene: a daily habit



Explicit dependency management



Automation and Testing: SW Carpentry



Continuous Integration with Travis



mybinder.org

shareable, interactive, reproducible 
environments from your public git repository

https://mybinder.org


http://bit.ly/black-holes-woop 

Black holes! LIGO, Sept 14, 2015

http://bit.ly/black-holes-woop


complete set of instructions
capture the steps: what is a notebook? 



repo2docker deterministically build a docker image 
from a repository with documented dependencies

  

repo2docker



complete development environment
define dependencies following community standards of practice 



complete development environment

repo2dockerdependencies

repo2docker

container file



Example 1: real-world replication









Standard workflow: Makefile and environment.yml



"Atomic unit"of communicable results

● Data: included in repo or linked if too large.

● Clean, tested code.

● Analysis notebooks and supporting code

○ Break down your analysis into as many notebooks as is reasonable for convenient 
reading and execution. 

● Main narrative notebook: summarizes and discusses results.

● Reproducibility support: Makefile and environment.yml

● Good repository practices: README.md, LICENSE, .gitignore.

○ Use Victoria Stodden's ENABLING REPRODUCIBLE RESEARCH: LICENSING 
SCIENTIFIC INNOVATION. 

A “Standard 

Playbook”





Analysis 
notebooks

Code and 
tests



In closing

The ideas of data analysis ought to 
survive a look at how data is analyzed.

-- “The future of data analysis”, 1961
John Tukey (1915-2000)

https://projecteuclid.org/euclid.aoms/1177704711

